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EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT THE 
“INTERNET OF THINGS” 
The ongoing digital transformation is redrawing the landscape of everything we do and is affecting 
every industry. Service management offers especially great potential through utilizing digital 
solutions to make service deliveries more efficient, thus freeing up time, and allowing service 
personnel to get more engaged in actual services. 

“The IoT is one of many opportunities in 
our industry that we’re now trying to 
understand and make use of.” 

But what does it mean for our industry? 
The ongoing digital transformation changes the conditions for all that we do and affects all industries. 
Service management offers especially great potential through utilizing digital solutions to make service 
deliveries more efficient, thus freeing up time, and allowing service personnel to get more engaged in 
actual services. 
 
Coor Service Management realized two things early: 1. digital services will figure large in the service 
management industry, and 2. we need to collaborate with the right partners to access existing and future 
technologies. The Internet of Things is one recent example, which involves integrating state-of-the-art 
sensor technology into service deliveries. By affiliating to an innovation network on Intel’s IoT Ignition 
Lab, Coor is getting involved in early-stage testing on using sensor technology intelligently. 
 
Preliminary testing is now underway at Coor’s headquarters in Kista—smart sensors are being trialed on a 
large scale. The project is a collaboration between Coor Service Management, TeliaSonera, Intel and 
Yanzi. Fredrik Sandqvist, who heads up Coor’s innovation department, sees great advantages in the 
potential of using the data captured by various technology solutions proactively. 
 
“We’re testing various types of sensor technology at our office so we can see when we need to refill copier 
paper or towels, empty waste bins or adjust our indoor climate.” 
 
The technology has been available for some time, but recently became cost-efficient enough for large-scale 
use. Coor has been using sensor-technology to measure the use of space for some time now. This data, 
combined with interviews, creates a good foundation for deciding how to make the best use of the available 
space. This service is already available as a packaged service solution, Coor SmartUtilization, used by 
companies aiming to optimize their use of space before relocating or executing change to their office 
structures. 
 
The next step is to apply the IoT to FM and industrial services. Connecting buildings, machines and 
equipment offers better potential to work proactively on operation, maintenance and energy optimization. 
By utilizing data proactively, we can plan and execute our services better, more efficiently and sustainably. 
 
 



 

 
“Undoubtedly, the possibilities and applications of IoT are greater than we can understand today. The 
ongoing digital revolution is a defining moment of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and affects all 
industries and all businesses. The IoT is one of many opportunities in our industry that we’re now trying 
understand and make use of,” says Fredrik Sandqvist. 
 
To get a better idea of how to use the IoT, we’ve made a video where Linnea, our office hostess in Kista, 
shows how it works at our HQ. 
 
 

Watch the video about the IoT here 
 
Read the presentation about Coor SmartUtilization here 

 
 

  Want more information? Please contact: 
  Fredrik Sandqvist, fredrik@sandqvist@coor.com 
  + 46 10 559 59 53 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Coor 

Coor is one of the leading service providers in the Nordics, and delivers all the FM services necessary for a 
company or public organization to function well and efficiently. Coor possesses specialist competence in 
three service areas: workplace services (soft FM), property services (hard FM) and strategic advisory 
services. By combining different services from these areas, Coor delivers unique and flexible solutions for 
workplaces and properties. This creates value for our customers by increasing their attraction, productivity, 
efficiency and sustainability. We call this smart service—“Service with IQ”. Read more at www.coor.com 
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